We perform an extensive computational study of binary mixtures of water and short-chain alcohols resorting to two-scale potential models to account for the singularities of hydrogen bonded liquids. Water molecules are represented by a well studied core softened potential which is known to qualitatively account for a large number of water's characteristic anomalies. Along the same lines, alcohol molecules are idealized by dimers in which the hydroxyl groups interact with each other and with water with a core softened potential as well. Interactions involving non-polar groups are all deemed purely repulsive. We find that the qualitative behavior of excess properties (excess volume, enthalpy and constant pressure heat capacity) agrees with that found experimentally for alcohols such as t-butanol in water. Moreover, we observe that our simple solute under certain conditions acts as an "structure-maker", in the sense that the temperature of maximum density of the bulk water model increases as the solute is added, i.e. the anomalous behavior of the solvent is enhanced by the solute.
I. INTRODUCTION
Processes involving mixtures of water and a variety of organic compounds are present in a huge diversity of phenomena. In most cases, effects of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobicity are the key elements in determining the behavior of such mixtures. These range from the simplest case of diluted short chain alcohols, to the substantially more involved situations of biomolecules (e.g. proteins) in solution. The former have attracted special attention from the technological standpoint due to their relevance in the bioethanol industry [1, 2] as well as in pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries, being some of the preferred solvents for a wide range of solutes with varying degrees of polarity. Moreover, from a fundamental perspective the study of dilute short chain alcohol solutions is of utmost importance, being the simplest systems that illustrate the interplay of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobicity in amphiphilic substances. In particular, their thermodynamics is known to exhibit quite a few characteristic features, such as the presence of maxima in the excess specific heat [3, 4] , minima in the excess volume [3, 5] and negative excess entropy [6] . Some of the anomalies found in these systems are in close connection with the more than seventy anomalies present in water, among them, the presence of a density maximum at 3.98 C and 1 bar in liquid water [7] .
The anomalous behavior of water in the fluid phase has been explained in terms of the competition between a low density structure dominated by the presence of hydrogen bonds and exhibiting essentially tetrahedral ordering, and a high density one, with higher coordination and a much lower degree of hydrogen bonding. For temperatures above the the temperature of maximum density (TMD), the high density structure dominates, and the system expands upon heating, whereas below the TMD the loosely coordinated structure is the preferred one and the system contracts upon heating, due to the breakup of the hydrogen bond network.
The way in which solutes modify the anomalous properties of water is not yet completely understood. In this respect, concerning the density anomaly, solutes can be classified into two groups, namely "structure-makers" (as they increase the TMD when added to water) or "structure-breakers" (decrease the TMD) [8, 9] . It has been found that solutes whose molecules do not join the hydrogen bond network, such as electrolytes [10] , room temperature ionic liquids [11] , or polar substances without H-bond active groups [12] (e.g. acetone, acetonytrile, tetrahydrofurane, among others) induce a decrease of the TMD. They can all be cast into the group of "structure-breakers". In contrast, dilute solutions of hydrogen bond forming substances with relatively small non-polar tails, such as short-chain alcohols [13] and some amines [14] , exhibit an increase of the TMD with respect to pure water. This substances are thought to enhance the structuring of the tetrahedral low density phase of water, and thus are "structure-makers". The change in the TMD is measured in terms of,
represent the temperature of maximum density of the solution at a given molar fraction of solute, x 2 , and T M D (x 2 = 0) obviously refers to the TMD of pure water. Typically, for a structure-maker ∆T M D > 0 until a given solute mole fraction, for which a maximum is reached, and then it decreases up to a certain concentration where the solution no longer presents a maximum density in terms of temperature. From the work of Wada and Umeda [13] it was found that the largest increase in the TMD at atmospheric pressure occurs for t-butanol at x 2 0.0043 with a
In close connection with the anomalies found in dilute hydrogen-bonding water solutions, the excess mixture properties are also known to exhibit certain singularities. Thus, for instance, in the case of small linear chain alcohols (methanol [15, 16] and ethanol [15, 17]) and alkylamines [18] ) the excess enthalpy is negative, whereas for somewhat larger nonpolar tails (propanol and butanol), this same property changes its concavity and assumes positive values. Ionic liquids behave differently depending on the degree of hydrophobicity of their non-polar tails: less hydrophobic ionic liquids have a negative excess mixture enthalpy, whereas hydrophobic ionic liquids display positive excess enthalpies of mixing with a maximum. The excess mixture volume at ambient conditions is negative and exhibits a minimum for alcohols [5, [19] [20] [21] and alkylamines [22, 23] . Similarly to the excess enthalpy, the excess volume in ionic liquid aqueous solutions depends on the degree hydrophobicity of the solute [24] . The excess specific heat displays a peculiar behavior for small alcohol concentrations, e.g. in water-methanol mixtures a maximum occurs at solute concentration x M eOH = 0.16 [4] , and for t-butanol [25] for x t−BuOH ≈ 0.08.
The first attempt to explain the excess thermodynamics of amphiphilic aqueous solutions dates back to 1945, with the pioneering work of Franks et.al. [26] . They establish a connection between structure and the thermodynamics of mixtures and formulated the "iceberg theory". According to this interpretation, the presence of the composition-dependent anomalies can be ascribed to the formation of a low entropy cage of water with strong hydrogen-bonds around the alcohol molecules, which in this case would increase the structural ordering of bulk water. These ideas seem to have been confirmed by a series of experimental X-ray diffraction studies, in most cases complemented by molecular simulations [27, 28] . In these studies it was found that adding methanol to water, enhances the local three dimensional network of water in the vicinity of the methanol molecules, which explains the decrease in the entropy of mixing and the considerable increase in the heat capacity at low alcohol concentrations.
In an attempt to provide a more quantitative analysis, Chatterjee, Ashbaugh and
Debenedetti [29] resorted to a simple statistical mechanical model, and ascribed the increase in the TMD to the hydrophobicity of the solute (the non-polar tail). Within their approach, the dispersive solute-solvent interactions are thought to be responsible for the decrease of the density anomaly to lower temperatures. Their picture, however, downplays the role that hydrogen bonding must necessarily play in the phenomenology of alcohol (or alkylamine)-water mixtures, and the essentially different behavior of other polar solutes, such as acetonytrile or acetone [12] . Somewhat more sophisticated models have been developed in which the alcohol is represented using site-site molecular models (in the simplest case of methanol, a dimer), and the hydrogen bonding interactions are modeled using a twoscale potential, both of core softened type [30] [31] [32] [33] and a Jagla type [34] ramp potential [35] .
These models give rise to features such as liquid-liquid equilibria [31] or the presence of a TMD curve in methanol, which have not been confirmed experimentally. On the other hand, these models can be fitted to reproduce qualitatively the behavior of the excess mixture properties [35] . In none of these cases, the influence of the alcohol on the change of the TMD of water has been reproduced.
More sophisticated models can be tackled resorting to computer simulation. In these cases, the mixture has been modeled using all-atom site-site interaction potentials, such as TIP4P/2005 for water [36] or OPLS for alcohols [37] . Concerning structural features of alcohol-water mixtures, Allisonet.al. [38] showed using Molecular Dynamics that the number of hydrogen-bonds decreases and the water molecules become distributed in rings and clusters as alcohol concentration increases, in accordance with experimental results [6] . Laaksonenet.al. [39] simulation results indicated that the system is highly ordered around the hydroxyl groups, and methanol molecules are solvated by water molecules, in accordance with the assumptions of Iceberg theory [3, 26] . Also using molecular dynamics simulations, Bako and coworkers showed that the despite decreasing number of hydrogen bonds in the mixture, the tetrahedral structure of water is preserved [40] . A recent mixture model for methanol-water developed by González-Salgado and coworkers [41] has shown to be able to reproduce quantitatively the excess thermodynamic properties, but does not account for the "structure-maker" character of methanol molecules at high dilution, and in fact the decrease in the TMD with concentration predicted by the model is practically one order of magnitude larger than the experimental.
It is then clear that there is much room for improvement in our knowledge of the dilute solutions of hydrogen bonding substances in water. In this work, we aim at obtaining further insight using continuous site-site two-scale potential models, which are simple enough to discriminate the different effects than enter the structural and thermodynamic behavior of the model, but at the same time are able to reflect the anomalous features of water-like systems. To that aim, we have here studied the excess thermodynamics and the density anomaly of a mixture of water and amphiphilic dimers, in which water (solvent) is represented by a spherically symmetric two length scale potential [42] , and the alcohol molecules and a tert-butanol-like one (heteronuclear), in which the R-site is substantially larger than the OH-site.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present our models for water and alcohol molecules. In Section III relevant technical details of the simulations are presented. Next, in Section IV the results for our hetero-and homonuclear alcohol models in solution are introduced, both concerning excess properties and influence on the TMD of water. A brief summary and a presentation of our main conclusions and future prospects close this article in Section V.
II. THE MODEL
As mentioned above, we will have spherical particles representing water-like molecules, together with an amphiphilic solute with a purely repulsive site accounting for the apolar tail, R, in addition to an OH site, characterized by OH-OH and OH-water interactions with two length scales [42] . A short range repulsion accounts for the high density liquid phase, and a much longer range repulsion and attraction attempts to roughly model the more open structures due to hydrogen bonding. To make matters simpler, we will use the same softened-core potential both for water-water, OH-OH and OH-water interactions, defined by,
Here, r ij represents the separation between sites i and j. The first term on the r.h.s. of Equation (1), is the standard 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential [43] , whereas the second term is the summation of two Gaussians, centered at r 0 = 0.7σ and r 1 = 3σ, with depths by its ability to account for many of the anomalous features of fluid water [42, 44, 45] , displaying the characteristic cascade ordering of anomalies [46] . For the parameters chosen in this work, the model is known to display a density anomaly with a TMD curve in the supercritical region [42] . The attractive well that can be seen in Figure 1 is not sufficient to place the anomalous region within the stable liquid phase, in contrast with the situation in real water. Despite these limitations, as already mentioned, this model potential is an excellent candidate to reproduce water anomalies [42] .
The non-polar site-site interactions (R-R, R-OH, and R-water) are represented by a purely repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential (WCA) [47] of the form
where, U LJ (r) is the standard 12-6 LJ potential with parameters ( r , σ r ), and U LJ (r m ) is the LJ potential computed at cutoff distance given by the position of the minimum of the LJ interaction, r m = 2 1/6 σ r .
unit, sc . Reduced pressure and temperature are defined as P * = P σ 3 / sc and T * = k B T / sc , where k B is Boltzmann's constant. The simulation time step is given in reduced units of τ = σ m/ sc , where m is one of the particle masses. Since here we are not interested in dynamic properties, we have considered all particle masses identical.
As mentioned, we have considered an heteronuclear model, in which σ r /σ = 5/3 (a rough model for tert-butanol), and a homonuclear model in which σ r /σ = 1.
The energy parameter of the repulsive interaction was set to r / sc = 1.21, and the dimer bond length to d R−OH = 0.48σ. This choice of parameters was to some extent inspired by the OPLS force field widely used to simulate alcohols [37] . Cross interaction parameters were computed using Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules [43] . A graphical representation of our molecular models and the corresponding interactions is depicted in Figure 1 . Using the LAMMPS package [48] , we have performed MD simulations for a system with a number of particles ranging from 2000 to 4000 for various compositions.
The simulations were performed in the N P T ensemble with a Nosée-Hoover thermostat and barostat [49, 50] and particles were placed in a cubic box with standard periodic boundary condition. The dimer bonds were kept fixed using a SHAKE algorithm [51] , with a tolerance factor of 10 −5 . Since the system can undergo a demixing transition, we have systematically checked that the thermodynamic conditions under consideration were away from instability by inspection of the small wave vector behavior of the concentration-concentration structure factor [52, 53] . For our mixture this quantity is defined by
where x w and x ROH = 1 − x w are the mole fractions of water and alcohol respectively. For the partial structure factors, we have approximated S ROH−ROH = S RR and S w−ROH = S wR ,
i.e. we have neglected the contribution of the OH-sites of the dimer. In the study of demixing, this approximation is harmless, since the positions of R and OH sites within the same molecule are obviously tightly bound. The site-site structure factors are numerically determined from the spatial configurations generated during additional NVT simulation runs (in order to keep the box size constant for the binning procedure in Q-space) using standard procedures [53] .
The signature of concentration fluctuations associated with demixing is typically a low-Q diverging concentration-concentration structure factor. By monitoring this quantity along our simulations we have ruled out the presence of inhomogeneities due to demixing.
Our simulations started from a compositionally disordered mixture of ROH and water particles, which was equilibrated at the chosen pressure and temperature for 1×10 7 steps in the NPT-ensemble. Production runs were 8×10 7 step long. The time step was set to 5 × 10 −6 τ in reduced units.
IV. RESULTS
In what follows we will present our results both for the hetero-and homonuclear ROH models in a solution of our water-like fluid, first focusing on the ROH influence on the temperature of the maximum density curve of water (which was already determined in Ref. 42 ). We will analyze the influence of the alkyl-group size on the changes of the TMD, comparing the results of our heteronuclear and homonuclear models. Finally, we will analyze the behavior of the excess thermodynamics of the mixture just for the heteronuclear model.
A. The temperature of maximum density (TMD)
The density anomaly in water and ROH aqueous solutions can be easily detected representing the temperature dependence of the density along isobars. This can be done studying a series of state points along various isobars by means of NPT simulations.
These results are presented in the This decrease of the TMD with pressure corresponds to the experimental behavior found in water [54] , and is the result of the destructuring effect of pressure on the open structures (hydrogen bonded network in the case of water) whose interplay with the high density phase gives rise to the density anomaly. The increase of the TMD with pressure at low pressures is not found experimentally, and it is a consequence of the fact that in our model the TMD curve is placed in the supercritical region. This feature is present even in models for which the TMD curve is in a low density liquid region, such as the ramp fluid [55] .
The various TMD curves for different mole fractions are represented in the Figure 3 .
One readily appreciates that the addition of alcohol reduces the density range and the temperature at which the density anomaly is found, ultimately leading to its disappearance. hence increasing the TMD. At P * = 9.2, the curve presents a maximum around x ROH = 0.03 and then decays, which is the qualitative behavior of the TMD tert-butanol in water [13] .
We find that as pressure increases the change in the TMD is lowered, and as a matter of fact for P * > 10, ∆T M D (x ROH ) < 0, and the solute behaves as a "structure-breaker", reducing the range of anomalous behavior of water. This is accordance with the fact that the increase of pressure tends to destroy the low density structures that give rise to the density anomaly, therefore the structuring effect of the solute decreases, to finally turn the "structure-maker"
into a "structure-breaker". For sufficiently high pressures our alcohol-like molecules behave like standard solutes which tend to decrease the TMD [12] , i.e. the effect of the two-scale interaction stemming from the OH site is no longer apparent for sufficiently high pressures.
A parallel situation occurs with the effect of the hydrogen bonds in water when pressure starts to break them. homonuclear model P * = 6.9 P * = 9.2 P * = 11.5 P * = 13.8 
B. Excess thermodynamic properties
Excess thermodynamic properties of a mixture are defined as the difference between the values of a given thermodynamic quantity and those that would be obtained in an ideal mixture. For a given quantity, A, the corresponding excess property is defined by
where A(x 2 , p, T ) is the value A in binary mixture of a given composition defined by mole fractions (x 1 , x 2 ). A 
and the excess internal energy, U E , is also directly evaluated from the MD runs for the mixture and pure components. The fluctuation of the enthalpy provides a direct path for the calculation of the specific heat at constant pressure, c
and therefore,
This property requires extremely long simulation runs, and we have assessed the validity of our results comparing the results of the fluctuation approach to those obtained by numerical differentiation of the enthalpy with respect to temperature, for specific points.
Our results for the excess thermodynamics of our mixture system (heteronuclear model) are collected in the Figure 8 . The excess volume exhibits the typical volume contraction of the mixture, characteristic of short chain alcohols [25, 41, 56] . This is in agreement with the observed behavior in g(r) (Figure 7 ), in which is seen that water particles move closer to each other when solute is incorporated.
The situation is somewhat different for the excess enthalpy. Here our model exhibits a minimum for alcohol-rich solutions, in contrast with the experimental situation for methanol [41] , ethanol [56] and tert-butanol [25] . In these cases the minimum occurs for water-rich conditions. Moreover, tert-butanol [25] excess enthalpies change sign as the concentration of alcohol increases but, contrary to our model's behavior, positive values occur at high alcohol concentrations. As shown by González-Salgado and coworkers [41] these discrepancies could be cured by a simple tuning of the cross interaction parameters. Even with more or less sophisticated models for the pure alcohol and water, excess properties can be even qualitatively wrong when Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules are used [41, 56] . is correlated with that of the excess enthalpy. Again here we observe the presence of a maximum in agreement with experimental results for methanol [41] and tert-butanol [25] , but the model predicts its position at somewhat higher concentrations of alcohol. Nonetheless, we can say that at relatively low temperature the increase of the heat capacity reflects the structure-making character of our solvent, in accordance with the experimental findings.
Again, discrepancies such as the presence of negative values of the excess heat capacity or the shift of the maxima to regions of higher alcohol concentration can be tuned by a careful choice of the cross interaction parameters.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented a detailed computer simulation study of a simple model for diluted alcohol-water mixtures, in which the interactions involving hydrogen bonding are represented by a two-scale potential which is known to reproduce a good number of water anomalies. Our results for the dependence of the temperature of maximum density on the solute concentration, are in qualitative agreement with the experimental behavior of methanol and t-butanol solutions, whose molecules are modeled by a homonuclear and heteronuclear dimer respectively. These results indicate that for a small range of concentrations and up to certain values of pressure, these hydrogen-bonding-like solutes tend to enhance the open structures of water and hence increase the TMD, behaving as "structure-makers".
As pressure increases the "structure-breaker" character of the solutes is enhanced, being larger as the size of the alkyl group grows. This is understandable as the presence of the apolar group as pressure increases makes more unfavorable the open structures which are responsible for the anomalous behavior of the model. This enthalpic effect increases with the size of the solute molecule.
Future work will focus on the dynamic anomalies (e.g. the increase of the diffusion constant with pressure) which are known to be influenced in a similar fashion when diluted hydrogen bonded solutes are present, in marked contrast with the effect of other solutes, either polar or apolar.
